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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to better understand and study the architecture and system
characteristics of the underlying support platform for crowd system, by recognizing the characteristics of
service internet is similar to the coordination characteristics between the massive units in the underlying
platform of crowd system and studying the form, nature and guidelines of the service internet.
Design/methodology/approach – This paper points out the connection between the underlying support
platform of crowd system and service internet, describes the framework and ideas for researching service
internet and then proposes key technologies and solutions for service internet architecture and system
characteristics.
Findings – The research unit in the underlying support platform of crowd system can be regarded as a
service unit. Therefore, the platform can also be regarded as service internet to some extent. The ideas and
technical approaches for the study of service internet’s form, criteria and characteristics are also provided.
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Originality/value – According to this paper, relevant staff can be guided to better build the underlying
support platform of crowd system. And it can provide a highly robust and sustainable platform for research
studies of crowd science and engineering in the future.

Keywords Crowd system, Underlying support platform, Service internet, Architecture

Paper type General review

1. Introduction
Crowd science and engineering is a new interdisciplinary direction to study the principles,
laws, methods, techniques and related engineering applications of the ternary fusion system
about information, physics and society in a large-scale interconnected online environment
(Prpic and Shukla, 2017). By making full use of the wisdom of human individuals and
groups, it can effectively solve the complex problems that computers or humans cannot
solve alone (Franzoni and Sauermann, 2014).

In recent years, advanced information technologies such as cloud computing (Singh et al.,
2013), artificial intelligence (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2018), big data (Walker, 2014), Internet
of Things (IoT) (Atzori et al., 2010) and mobile internet(JayeW, 2015) have been rapidly
developed and applied to all walks of life. This has led to the trend of “everything is service”
(Banerjee et al., 2011). The services available in various fields are becoming more and more
prosperous, and the interconnection between mass services has formed the service internet
(Maamar et al., 2011). It forms an innovative value chain by layer-by-layer aggregation of
heterogeneous cross-domain services, fully realizes the domain service business that meets
user needs and values and creates value for the internet-related stakeholders with high
efficiency and accuracy. And it becomes a huge driving force for the development of
industries, for example, crowd science (Schroth and Janner, 2007; Cardoso et al., 2008;
Bouguettaya et al., 2017).

The crowd system is a kind of crowd science research system based on the connection
and composition of several units. And every unit can be regarded as a single service unit.
The networked structure formed by the cooperation of a large number of service units is the
service internet (Soriano et al., 2013). To be precise, the service internet is a network space
composed of many service entities interconnected and coordinated in the internet
environment. It is a complex service networked application form in the internet, which is
implemented as integrated services across domains/networks/world. And it also provides
various business services. In the multi-service cross-domain interconnection integration and
collaboration, to meet user needs, realize user expectations, improve service provider value,
and continuously optimize and improve service quality, the support platform like the service
internet is necessary (Moreno-Vozmediano et al., 2013).

Therefore, the establishment and continuous operation of the crowd system, and to complete
the work of exploring and researching group intelligence activities in a large, connected online
environment, all of them are inseparable from the support of its business operation platform,
that is, the support of the service internet. At the same time, to provide high-level protection of
technology, quality and value for the public intelligence system, the service internet also needs
high reliability, adaptive ability and sustainable evolution. Therefore, research on the form,
nature and norms of the service internet is critical to the crowd system.

However, at present, there is still a lack of basic theory and systematic research on the
essential law cognition, architecture structure and modelce, engineering design method and
operation mechanism, platform construction and evolution technology of the service internet. It
makes the practice of service internet applications somewhat blind. Compared to traditional
service application technologies, the service internet has theoretical and technical challenges in
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terms of ecological integration, cross-domain service aggregation, value perception, precise
matching of demand and service resources, platform system operation guarantee, and service
intelligent interaction. Consequently, further research is urgently needed.

2. Research status
Most research focus of traditional service computing is to conduct research from the
perspective of a single service provider or a third-party service platform, and to optimize the
quality of service provision and service quality (Mora et al., 2017). However, these traditional
methods fail to aggregate services at the service ecosystem level and satisfy customer needs.
And they also have the disadvantages of high cost of constructing service systems, low
construction efficiency, and difficulty in ensuring system performance. Compared with the
traditional service system, the service internet needs to solve the problems of service
ecological integration, cross-domain aggregation, value perception, precise matching of
demand and service resources, and intelligent interaction of services.

For the service internet and service system, the current research status is summarized
from three different perspectives:

(1) Service internet architecture: In this part, it mainly focused on the modeling,
analysis, evolution and other research studies of the service internet structure and
its behavior. In terms of architecture, it mainly explores how service individuals
aggregate to form complex networks and the impact of individual behavior on the
overall network. Tsinghua University has done a lot of research work in the basic
theory of service internet, structural model, and behavioral characteristics (Li et al.,
2011; Liu et al., 2013; Fan et al., 2015). In terms of basic theory, it mainly studies the
characteristics of the openness, dynamics and adaptability of the service internet
and analyzes the behavioral characteristics and dynamic evolution characteristics
of the service network. At the same time, in the service ecosystem theory,
developing service system modeling, management and application platform
(Huang et al., 2013). In terms of key technologies, research focuses on service
system modeling, service aggregation methods, service resource composition and
scheduling. Network of Excellence S-Cube, EU describes the knowledge model and
quality reference model for service internet (Metzger and Pohl, 2009), and transfers
the technical achievements of all aspects of the internet to more than 400
enterprises through the European technology platform. IBM has described the
service computing research framework, service science, management and
engineering systems in terms of intelligence and cognitive services (Endrei et al.,
2004; Kloeckner et al., 2018), and some of the technical methods have been
integrated into IBM cloud computing, business management and other products.

(2) Service system construction and optimization: It mainly studies the methodology
based on traditional software engineering methods, model-driven service
methodology, service methodology based on domain analysis and business
objectives/semantic-driven service methodology. In terms of service composition/
aggregation and “demand-service” precision matching, Harbin Institute of
Technology and others use the prior knowledge of the fields contained in big data,
supplemented by AI, graph search, workflow and other technologies (Xu et al.,
2015; Lartigau et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2018). Peking University has achieved good
results in demand cognition, domain service modeling and demand acquisition (Jin
and Zhu, 2011). North China University of Technology has developed the first IOT
big data service cloud platform DeCloud in the IOT data service platform (Zhao
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et al., 2014); Zhejiang University has developed “Qiantang” platform and studied
complex electronic service key technologies for the modern service industry in
terms of service computing for the modern service industry (Lu et al., 2016)”.

(3) Service system operation optimization and dynamic reconfiguration: It mainly studies
the on-demand dynamic combination sharing, value sensitive maintenance and
continuous performance optimization of services in the continuous iterative process.
Zhejiang University and others start from the service management and service
platform to study the dynamic selection, reconstruction, error recovery and adaptive
self-evolution of services in static and mobile environments (Zhang et al., 2009; Tao
and Zhang, 2012; Wang et al., 2016); The Institute of Software, Chinese Academy of
Sciences describes the evolution of the internet-based dynamic architecture applied to
SOA (Wang et al., 2014). Technical University Wien describes the relevant theoretical
methods of service ecosystem, service system enhanced diagnosis and testing in terms
of service computing technology in mobile and ubiquitous scenarios (Truong et al.,
2016) and some technical methods have achieved initial application in smart cities,
transportation services, and e-government. Harbin Institute of Technology conducted
research on large service theory, service value and quality management, and
developed a cloud service platform and service system for bilateral resource
integration (Xiaofei et al., 2012).

In general, domestic and international research on service internet has made certain
achievements, but there is still a lack of systematic research on the essential mechanism and
value synergy of service internet, design and optimization methods, quality assurance and
evolution management. Related engineering methods and supporting carriers are also
insufficient.

3. framework and thoughts of service internet research
According to the research status of the above-mentioned service internet, in the current
complex business and service environment, it is important to conduct research in the service
internet architecture, the aggregation model, the service internet business integration model for
multilateral resource integration, and the service-value-based service value chain collaborative
optimization theory system. At the same time, it is necessary to give the architecture and
formationmechanism of such complex service systems at the basic theory andmethod level.

This section describes the overall research framework and research ideas of the service
internet architecture and its value chain synergy theory.

3.1 Overall research framework
According to the characteristics of heterogeneity, autonomy, ecological ecology and self-
evolution of service internet, this research studies the mechanism of formation and evolution
of service internet community from the characteristics of service internet structure and
dynamic evolution mechanism. The emerging theory is used to construct the service internet
convergence model, and the form, nature, behavior principle and effect mechanism of the
service internet are systematically analyzed. Studying the unified expression of
heterogeneous, multi-source massive service resources/data/content/domain knowledge,
intelligent search, active awareness, collaborative management technology and service
resource virtualization method.

Studying collaborative mechanism and service model of business process and service
Resources in Service internet Environment, service aggregation coordination mechanism.
Researching service internet business integration model for multilateral resource integration and
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large-scale/personalized service customization technology approach. Constructing a service value-
chain collaborative optimization theory system based on service interconnection. Studying the
service value model for business operation management. Researching the value creation and
value-addedmechanism of the service value chain based on service interconnection and the value
chain collaborative optimizationmodel andmethod based on business process.

The overall research framework is shown in Figure 1.

3.2 Research ideas and technical routes
The research ideas and technical routes of the service internet architecture can be divided
into four stages, as shown in Figure 2. The specific explanation is as follows:

(1) Phase 1: Do research studies on the service internet form and architecture.
Establishing a service internet architecture under a multi-level and multi-domain
massive heterogeneous service resource environment. Supporting virtualization and
dynamic adaptation of service resources in multi-source heterogeneous environments,
the formation and evolution of service internet communities for emerging features, the
active awareness and convergence of services based on business context and the
adaptive evolution of service internet architecture in a multi-constrained environment.

(2) Phase 2: Research service internet convergence model and system characteristics.
Analysis of the phenomenon of poly-ecology through the complex business
behavior of services and the dynamic relationship between services. And on this
basis, do research studies on the structural characteristics, scale characteristics,
community characteristics, business aggregation characteristics and distribution
characteristics of the service internet. Discussing the formation and evolution
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mechanism of service network, the emergence mechanism of aggregation service,
the detectability and controllability of system status, etc.

(3) Phase 3: Studying the service internet business integration model for multilateral
resource integration. Analyzing the composite characteristics of user requirements
and the related characteristics of service services, and proposing a service
integration model for multilateral resources. Establishing a business integration
model and multi-domain service recommendation algorithm in a multilateral
resource environment for composite needs, and forming a large-scale personalized
service customization and trading strategy.

(4) Phase 4: Do research studies on Service Value Chain Collaboration Theory and
Optimization Method Based on Service Interconnection. Based on service value theory,
supply and demand theory and dynamic evolution game theory, studying the service
value collaborative co-creation mechanism and optimization method for business
operation management. How service value is created, delivered, accumulated,
decomposed, exchanged, and consumed across different service resources and how the
service value chain and service business processes are mutually constrained and work
together are described from a business process perspective.

4. Key technologies and solutions for service internet research
This section mainly discusses the key technologies and solutions for the service internet’s form
and architecture, the aggregation ecological model and the dynamic evolutionmechanism.

Figure 2.
Service internet
architecture and
value chain synergy
theory research ideas
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4.1 Research on service internet form and architecture
First, the service internet architecture in a multi-level and cross-domain massive
heterogeneous service resource environment is shown in Figure 3.
How to effectively aggregate decentralized services into an integrated and orderly complex
service network in a complex business and service environment, it is necessary to study the
composition and growth rules of service communities and service networks, how to form
aggregates to form service communities, the symbiosis and competition between services in
service communities, and the synergistic mechanism of connection and aggregation
between different service communities.

This part of the research can be further broken down into two phased tasks:
(1) Cross-domain massive heterogeneous service resource modeling/expression/

search/perception/management and virtualization methods; and
(2) Service aggregation and collaboration mechanisms and multi-level service internet

architecture in complex business and service environments.

4.1.1 Cross-domain massive heterogeneous service resource modeling/expression/search/
perception/management and virtualization methods. It mainly studies the virtualization
model of network service resources virtualization, proposes a resource virtualization
encapsulation method, hierarchically abstracts the functions, interfaces and capability
features of resources, establishes the mapping of virtual resources to physical resources, and
realizes the registration, management, maintenance, and dynamic allocation of virtual
resources. Service internet resources are massive, cross-domain, and heterogeneous. The
survey method is used to analyze the application of different industry fields. At the same
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time, the basic data of the typical internet open service interface is collected, and the
inductive method is used to form the service internet resource pool.

Service resource virtualization is the infrastructure provided by third-party service
providers. To accurately and efficiently obtain the required service resources, it is necessary
to abstractly model the service internet physical resources and virtual service resources. The
mathematical model and the similarity calculation principle are used to establish an
effective virtualization service resource mappingmechanism and strategy.

The reality of the service internet is a complex network. Combining network
characteristics not only needs to define participating entities, but also abstracts entity
attributes and parameter information that can provide intelligent high-reputation service
perception and recommendation capabilities, and research service models and scene model
construction methods. Finally, it provides support for users to provide active services.

The combination of services usually corresponds to a specific application scenario.
Therefore, it is necessary to better realize the mining and organization of service
composition scenario information, and accordingly establish an efficient service
recommendation algorithm to assist users in creating service combinations. Then, in order
to build a high-quality service portfolio, it is necessary to select a higher-reputation service
candidate in the selected scenario, and select or construct an optimal service chain to form a
service composition structure.

4.1.2 Service aggregation coordination mechanism and multi-level service internet archi-
tecture in complex business service environment. The service internet is characterized by
heterogeneity, autonomy, and self-evolution. The structural characteristics, aggregation
mechanism, and coordination mechanism of the service internet are the key issues in the
research of service internet architecture. Through the two methods of empirical and model
analysis, the self-organization, self-adaptation and dynamic evolution of complex service
networks in inter-network, heterogeneous, ubiquitous and open environments will be
analyzed. On this basis, the service internet system architecture model is constructed to
study its behavior and structural characteristics (scale characteristics, community
characteristics, service relationship characteristics, aggregation characteristics and
distribution characteristics, etc.).

Through the analysis of the interaction between service internet structure, behavior and
service resources, the evolutionary game theory is used to establish the evolution model of
service internet architecture. Then, it analyzes the competitive cooperation mechanism in
the process of resource game, identifies the multi-level and multi-service domain cores
existing in the service internet architecture, discusses the synchronization and evolution
mechanism of the service internet, and studies the induction mechanism and generalized
control strategy of the service internet.

In the aspect of service internet architecture analysis and modeling, through empirical
analysis of the cross-network convergence nature and evolution law of service-oriented
internet, and constructing the structural model of service internet. Based on this, a complex
network analysis method is applied to study the small world characteristics, scale-free
characteristics, correlation, co-evolution characteristics, community structure
characteristics, and service aggregation characteristics of the service internet. Based on
ECA rules, logical reasoning and other technologies, the adaptive evolution strategy and
network synchronization mechanism are constructed to realize the dynamic evolution and
adaptive migration of the service internet, and then the evolution model of the system
structure is built on the basis of the network behavior model. It analyzes the evolutionary
trend of the service internet, and then analyzes the complex characteristics of the system’s
self-organization, self-adaptation, dynamic evolution, and emergence. Then, a computer-
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understandable specification description is needed to define and describe the identified new
structure or function. The focus is on their features, boundaries, and emergent
characteristics.

The service internet architecture generation and evolution technology route based on
service aggregation and collaboration is shown in Figure 4.

4.2 Research on the characteristics and evolution mechanism of service internet poly-
ecosystem
The ecological characteristics of the service internet need to be studied. And it needs to
reveal the laws governing the development of the internet. Through the analysis and
research of the dynamic behavior of the service internet, the dynamic service perception
mechanism of the service internet is described. Researching the formal modeling and
analysis theory of the service internet, establishing a model of the service internet
ecosystem, and revealing the basic characteristics of the service internet; Based on the
theory of service ecology, under the consideration of time dimension and ecological
transformation, the deep learning technology is used to mine the internal factors, external
environmental factors and their influencing mechanisms that affect the evolution of the
service internet system. The dynamic evolution model of nonlinear service internet based on
complex system theory is constructed.

Through the model analysis, the purpose of discovering the evolution direction and
evolution characteristics of the system is achieved. Researching different levels (cross-
domain services, business function services), different granularity (large-grained business
process services, medium-sized business function services, small-grained IT services),
mapping methods for heterogeneous services and the aggregation mode, integration
mechanism and principle of convergence and communication of the service network.
Establishing negotiation mechanisms and interaction models between different services,
and explore collaboration and competition modes between services. Therefore, the
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schematic diagram of the characteristics and evolution mechanism of the service internet
system based on the poly-ecological model is shown in Figure 5.

Similarly, the research content can be further divided into two tasks:
(1) The service internet community based on the service ecosystem theory; and
(2) The research on the ecological model.

The evolution mechanism and system characteristics analysis method of service internet
based on poly-ecological model.

4.2.1 Research on service internet community and ecological model based on service eco-
system theory. The heterogeneity, autonomy, self-evolution, intricate relationship and
emergent characteristics of the service internet make its composition and cooperation
similar to the characteristics of individual species and communities in the ecosystem.
Therefore, it is necessary to study the characteristics of the ecosystem-oriented ecosystem of
the service-oriented internet for the dynamic and complex business environment, and
establish an ecosystem-like model of the internet from the perspective of the overall system.
The service internet aims to provide business solutions that meet the needs of large-scale
personalized users, and its operations need to span multiple networks such as the internet,
organization networks, social networks, and business networks.

Therefore, the service internet is formed by aggregating services provided by multiple
service networks, and is also a poly-ecological network that provides users with integrated
service solutions. It breaks through the boundaries of a single service system, and the
relationship between its services and service subnets is complex and has obvious ecological

Figure 5.
Schematic of the
characteristics and
evolution mechanism
of service internet
system based on
poly-ecological model
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characteristics. There are a lot of nonlinear mechanisms and self-organizing phenomena in
the poly-ecological network, which can constantly change and adapt to adjust its functions
and performance in use. It also has a complex network open architecture. Therefore, the
ecological service network is the service of the service, the network of the network.

Based on the ecology and service ecology theory, it is necessary to analyze the dynamic
relationship between the complex business behaviors and services that serve the internet. At
the same time, it analyzes the self-organization, self-adaptation, dynamic evolution and
emergence of the service internet, and establishes an ecosystem model of complex service
networks. Then, it analyzes the dynamic characteristics of service communities, service
hyperlinks and service networks that emerged during the evolution of the service internet.

In the research of the service internet poly-ecological model, the ecological characteristics
of the service internet will be studied to reveal the development law of the service internet.
Through the analysis and research of the dynamic behavior of the service internet, the
dynamic service perception mechanism of the service internet is described. The formal
modeling and analysis theory of the service internet is proposed, and the service internet
aggregation ecosystem model is established to reveal the basic characteristics of the service
internet.

The technical route of service internet ecosystem model and service community
formation mechanism is shown in Figure 6.

4.2.2 Research on evolution mechanism and system characteristic analysis method of
service internet based on poly-ecological model. Collecting basic data of the typical service
internet industry by using survey methods, case studies, and network structure analysis
methods. Then, information about the basic form, architecture, and state characteristic
parameters of the service internet can be obtained.

The reality service internet network is a complex adaptive system. The interaction
behavior of system members is highly self-organizing and non-linear. The corresponding
individual relationships are intertwined and different network patterns emerge. Analyzing
the ecological phenomenon of the service internet from two perspectives: network behavior
and dynamic relationship between services. Using ecological theory, emerging theory, and
complex network theory to construct a poly-ecological model that describes the service
internet.

In the process of researching the evolution mechanism of service internet network, the
evolution process is analyzed and studied by using robust control, evolutionary game theory
and small world theory for the changes of state, structure and operation mode. The adaptive
integrated learning algorithm is used to study the structural characteristics, scale
characteristics, community characteristics, business aggregation characteristics and
distribution characteristics of the service internet. Then, we need to explore the interaction
mechanism between different properties. Combined with the evolutionary system dynamics
theory, the detectability and controllability of the system state are studied. Based on the
above research, the inductive analysis method is used to form the research conclusions of
the service internet, including the formation mechanism, evolution mechanism, aggregation
mechanism and control mechanism of the service internet.

5. Conclusion
As one of the hottest professional and research fields, crowd science and engineering has
attracted more and more academic and industrial people to continuously research and
develop it. This paper expounds the indispensable underlying support platform in the
research and design of crowd system, its relationship with the crowd system, development
and research status. This paper introduces the research on the architecture, form, norms and
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nature of the service internet to better support the construction and development of the
crowd system and the crowd science.

Service internet is an important support for improving the service quality of modern
service industry and the level of scientific research on group intelligence in the era of
scientific and technological revolution. It is also a powerful driving force for promoting
industrial agglomeration and service industry productivity. The good construction and
development of the service internet can provide basic theoretical support for multiple service
application areas and has important scientific and theoretical value. It will also provide
theoretical and technical support for the development of information society and the
development of modern service industry. It has broad application scenarios in the fields of
education, medical care, health, pension, culture, e-commerce, social governance and smart
city.

In summary, this paper describes a series of research contents, key technologies and
solutions for the research of service internet architecture. Combined with a series of
methods, related platforms and tools for the design, development and operation of the

Figure 6.
Service internet
ecosystemmodel and
service community
formation mechanism
technical route
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service internet, it provides an overall underlying support solution for the future research
and application of crowd science. For the future research, we will further study and
understand the morphological guidelines and characteristics of the service internet, build a
service internet platform, and prepare to build a facility platform for the next research of the
crowd system.
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